GLASS COLLECTION DAY

HOLIDAY — NO SERVICE

GLASS BOTTLES AND JARS ARE COLLECTED EVERY 4TH WEEK

DO

• Set out the cart by 7AM on your glass collection day.
• Place cart 3 feet away from other carts and obstacles like mailboxes and trees.
• All glass must be inside the cart, lid must close. Do not overfill cart, glass may spill.
• Discard lids, caps, corks, and rinse container. Broken bottles and jars are okay.
• Take extra bottles and jars to Boise area glass collection sites, or order an additional cart.

DO NOT

• Do not place trash or non-glass recyclables in “Glass Only” cart.
• Do not place glass of any kind in BLUE recycling carts.

UNACCEPTABLE GLASS: Light bulbs, porcelain, ceramics, Pyrex, mirrors, fish tanks, or window glass.
HAZARDOUS WASTE: Find hazardous waste information at curbitboise.org
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